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What is anti-circumvention?
• No importer wants to pay duties, and no exporter wants
his product to be placed at a competitive disadvantage
as a result of such duties
• Exporters and importers will seek ways around import
duties
• ADDs are imposed on narrowly defined products from
specific sources  opportunities for avoidance either
through changes to the product itself, or through
changes to the product’s source?
• What is a normal and acceptable response to the
imposition of ADDs? What is an inappropriate effort to
'circumvent' ADDs? What steps, if any, is an importing
country entitled to take to prevent such 'circumvention'?
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What is anti-circumvention?
• No multilateral definition of circumvention and
no agreement
• Argentina, Australia, Brazil, EU, India, Mexico,
South Africa, Turkey, USA impose AC measures
• China most frequently target of AC proceedings
• 4 AC investigations against Thailand (India,
Australia, two cases in Turkey) and 17 AC
investigations in which Thailand is a third country
(EU, US, Turkey, India, Australia)
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EU AC Investigations
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EU AC Investigations: General
• Legal framework:
Regulation

EU

Anti-Dumping

["AD"]

Council Regulation (EC) No 2016/1036 of 8 June 2016 on protection against dumped
imports from countries not members of the European Community (OJ L 176/21)

• Circumvention provision: Article 13 of the EU AD
Regulation  the rationale is to ensure the
effectiveness of the measures in place
• An AC investigation is carried out by the European
Commission ["Commission"] in the EU
• Result of Circumvention: extension of the residual
AD duty
• Thus far 64 EU AC investigations have been
initiated
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EU AC Investigations: Legal
Requirements
Circumvention in simple terms: a practice, process or work whereby an
exporter subject to an AD duty or importer liable to pay the duty attempts
to avoid that duty
Circumvention in legal terms  5 CUMULATIVE CONDITIONS:
1. A change in the pattern of trade between third countries and the EU
or between individual companies in the country subject to the measures
and the EU
2. which stems from a practice, process or work
3. for which there is insufficient due cause or economic justification
other than the imposition of the duty
4. there is evidence of injury or that the remedial effects of the duty
are being undermined in terms of the prices and/or quantities of the like
product; and
5. there is evidence of dumping in relation to the normal value
established in the original investigation
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EU AC Investigations: 1. Change
in Pattern of Trade
• No specific definition  generally a two-step approach is
adopted

• FIRST STEP: have imports of the product from the country
originally subject to the measure (country E) declined in
volume?
• SECOND STEP: is this decline is accompanied by an increase
in imports of "like products" of:
 product allegedly assembled in or trans-shipped from a third
country (country T); or
 parts or slightly modified products from country E?
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EU AC Investigations: 1. Change
in Pattern of Trade
Period considered for the comparison of import volumes:
AC investigation period ["IP"] often several years including the
AC investigation one-year reporting period ["RP"]

Where is the data for assessment from?
• EU import statistics for EU import trends
• Country E export statistics for export trends to third
countries involved
• Country T import statistics for imports of the product
concerned/parts from country E
• Data from the cooperating exporters from country E and
country T
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EU AC Investigations: 2. Practice,
Process or Work
1. Product modification: e.g. Zinc oxides from China –
zinc oxide  zinc oxide mixed with silica
2. Trans-shipment via country T with or without minor
modification: e.g.
 Coumarin from China: Trans-shipment via Thailand and
India
 Open mesh fabrics of glass fibres from China: Transshipment via Thailand and Taiwan
3. Exports through companies with lower duty rates: e.g.
Plastic sacks from China: a company subject to an 8.4%
duty rate was found to be exporting plastic sacks
manufactured by two companies subject to the 28.8%
residual duty rate
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EU AC Investigations: 2. Practice,
Process or Work
4. Assembly operations: Special rules in Article 13(2).
The parts assembled in country T or the importing country I
during the 1 year RP are from country E and the parts
constitute 60% or more of the total value of the parts of the
assembled product ["60% value of parts test"] but in no
case shall circumvention be considered to be taking place
where the value added to the parts brought in, during the
assembly or completion operation, is greater than 25% of
the manufacturing cost ["25% value-added test"].
Exemption  If the 60% value of parts or the 25% valueadded test is met during the RP by a company
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EU AC Investigations: 3. Insufficient
Due Cause
Assessment is case-specific and economic justifications
have to be provided by the investigated/cooperating exporters
or importers as the case may be
Relevant elements:
• Cost benefit analysis of economic benefits/cost savings
from the operations in country T or country I
• Whether the exports of the product by the producer to other
markets remained the same or the assembled/modified
product is exported only to the EU
• No cooperation = no economic justification
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EU AC Investigations: 4. Undermining
Remedial Effects
Prices & Quantities [e.g. Hand pallet trucks and their
essential parts from China via Thailand (assembly operations
in Thailand)]:
Assessment of the effect in terms of quantities
• The assessment partly overlaps that concerning a change in
trade flows
• Additional assessment is made as regards the quantity of
the substituting imports
Assessment of the effect in terms of prices
A comparison is generally made between: the average export
prices during the 1 year RP of the product being investigated
and the injury elimination level established for the EU industry
in the original investigation/last review
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EU AC Investigations: 5. Evidence of
Dumping
• The weighted average export price to the EU of
the investigated product during the AC
investigation RP from country T is compared to the
weighted average normal value established in
the original investigation/last review
• New dumping margin is not calculated
• Exports from companies cooperating in the
investigation not found to be engaged in
circumvention are excluded
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EU AC Investigations: Investigation
Overview
• Procedural rules: Article 13(3) of the EU AD
Regulation
• Initiation: Commission or Complaint
• Initiation within 45 days of the receipt of a
Complaint
• Completion: within 9 months of initiation
• When circumvention takes place, Article 13
allows the Commission to extend measures:
– To imports from third countries; or
– To slightly modified products; or
– To other exporters benefiting from individual
duties
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EU AC Investigations: Key Point
Use of Article 18 of the EU AD Regulation in AC cases is
very common:
"In cases in which any interested party refuses access to, or otherwise does not provide,
necessary information within the time-limits provided in this Regulation, or significantly
impedes the investigation, provisional or final findings, affirmative or negative, may be made
on the basis of the facts available. Where it is found that any interested party has supplied
false or misleading information, the information shall be disregarded and use may be made
of facts available. Interested parties should be made aware of the consequences of noncooperation."

When?
• exporting producers from the third countries concerned
do not cooperate or cooperation is low
• cooperating producers from the third countries fail to
prove their data or withhold information (such as links
which Chinese companies) later discovered by the
Commission
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EU AC Investigations: Duty Rate
Article 13(1) of the EU AD Regulation
•

•

•

Maximum amount of duty that can be extended to the
circumventing imports is the "all others duty/residual duty"
imposed in the original investigation.
Examples:
 Bicycles from China (via Malaysia, Indonesia, Tunisia and Sri
Lanka): all others duty rate of 48.5% was extended to nonexempted imports from the four countries
 Open mesh fabrics of glass fibres from China (via Thailand and
Taiwan): no cooperation of exporters and all others duty rate of
62.9% was extended to all imports from the two countries
Does not matter that the dumping margin assessed for the
cooperating companies is lower than the extended duty rate
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EU AC Investigations: Registration
of Imports
Pursuant to Article 13(4) of the EU AD Regulation
• At the time of initiation of the investigation,
investigated imports may be made subject to
registration (or guarantees may be requested)

• In almost all AC cases imports are made subject to
registration to ensure that should the investigation
result in finding of circumvention, the AD duty can
be levied retroactively from the date of initiation of
the investigation
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EU AC Investigations: Exemption
from Duty
Article 13(4) of the EU AD Regulation
If exemption granted  no payment of the extended duty in future
and registration of imports terminated without retroactive collection of
the duty
• Purpose: excluding economic operators which did not engage
in circumvention practices
• Exemption granted: if the company is found not to be circumventing
(and not related to a producer subject to the measures)
• Imports from the exempted exporters are not subject to the AD
duty upon importation into the EU if:
• Accompanied by a valid commercial invoice containing all
specified elements (e.g. name of the company, exact description of
the goods, certification by the company that goods are manufactured
by it)
• Exact compliance very important!
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EU AC Investigations: Exemption
from Duty
•
•

•

•

Exemptions company-specific
Exemptions can be requested by:
 exporting producers in the country originally subject to the
measures or the investigated third country as the case may be
 in case of assembly in the EU - importers, assemblers or
producers and in exceptional cases traders on the basis of specific
end-use control
For obtaining exemption:
 registration as an interested party within 15 days of initiation of the
investigation
 completion of an exemption claim form within 37 days, and
 successful on-the-spot verification
Exemptions can be revoked!
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US AC Investigations
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US AC Investigations: General
• Legal framework:
19 U.S.C. §1677j
(Prevention of circumvention of antidumping
and countervailing duty orders) and 19 C.F.R.
§ 351.225  identify four scenarios in which AC
measures may be adopted
• An AC investigation is implemented by
Commerce
• AC determinations are subject to judicial review
• Thus far 36 US AC investigations have been
initiated in the past 10 years
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US AC Investigations: Four
Types of Circumvention
1. Merchandise Completed or Assembled in the US 
Factors to consider:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

level of investment in the US
level of R&D in the US
nature of the production process in US
extent of the production facilities in the US, and
whether the value of the processing performed in the United
States represents a small portion of the value of the merchandise
sold in the United States

See, Granular Polytetrafluoroethylene from Italy
2. Merchandise Completed or Assembled in Other
Foreign Countries  same factors to consider  see, Pet
Film From the United Arab Emirates (Commerce compared
the investment level in the third country with the investment
levels in the UAE)

US AC Investigations: Four
Types of Circumvention
3. Merchandise Subject to Minor Alterations 
Factors to consider:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

overall physical characteristics of the product
expectations of the ultimate user
end-use
channels of trade and advertising, and
cost of any modification relative to the total value of the products
at issue

See, Carbon and Certain Alloy Steel Wire Rod from Mexico
4. Later-Developed Merchandise  compare the later
developed merchandise with the earlier product
See, Petroleum Wax Candles from the People’s Republic of
China

US AC Investigations: Other means
1. Scope rulings by Commerce  clarifying whether a
product falls within the scope of an order, upon request or
self-initiation  See, Pasta from Turkey
2. Enforcement by Customs and Border Protection
(CBP):
 responsible for enforcing AD/CVD orders at the border, collecting
cash deposits, and assessing final duties as instructed by
Commerce
 Commerce may also refer matters to CBP for it to apply its penalty
procedures (civil and criminal) when a party seeks to evade the
imposition of applicable AD/CVD duties.

3. CBP Enforcement on Transshipment
In recent years, Commerce has determined that trans-shipment claims
are better addressed by CBP and has refused to conduct such inquiries
where there is no allegation of further processing in the third country

US AC Investigations: AC Procedure
• Procedural rules: Commerce regulation 19 C.F.R. § 351.225
• Initiation: more commonly a review is initiated upon request,
typically by the domestic producers
• Request on all parties on the scope service list at the time of
filing the request with Commerce
• Notice of initiation of the inquiry published by Commerce 
invitation to interested parties to enter an appearance and to
submit relevant information
• 20 days from the date of receipt of the notification to submit
comments and 10 days to submit rebuttal arguments.
• Commerce will normally issue its final determination within 300
days from the initiation (can take more than twice that long!)
• Commerce’s final decisions are subject to judicial review
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Australian AC Investigations
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Australian AC Investigations:
General
•
•
•
•

•

Legal framework: mainly Customs Act 1901 (and implementing
customs regulation 2015)
A mechanism for the Australian industry to apply for an inquiry
into practices which are designed to avoid the payment of
dumping or countervailing duties
A notice must be published under subsection 269TG(2) or
subsection 269TJ(2) and an alleged circumvention activity
identified
The Minister has power to request the Commission to conduct AC
inquiry even if an application has not been lodged
If circumvention is found to have occurred, the Minister can
amend the original notice imposing the dumping or countervailing
duty. The Minister may extend that notice so that it applies to
different goods, exporters and countries which were not specified
in the original notice
Thus far 9 AC investigations have been initiated in the past
10 years
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Australian AC Investigations: Six
Types of Circumvention
1. Assembly of parts in Australia
2. Assembly of parts in third country
3. Export of goods through one or more third countries
(trans-shipment)  see Aluminium extrusions from
China via Thailand (2018)
4. Arrangements between exporters (channelling)
5. Avoidance of intended effect of duty (absorption)  see
Aluminium extrusions from China (2015); steel
reinforcing bar from Korea (terminated); Quenched and
tempered steel plate from Sweden (no measures)
6. Slight modification of goods  see clear float glass from
Thailand; HSS from China, Korea, Malaysia and Taiwan;
wire rope from South Africa; Zinc coated (galvanised)
steel from China

Australian AC Investigations:
Procedure
• Division 5A of the Act sets out the application process, the
inquiry process, and the Minister’s powers after considering a
report by the Commission regarding the alleged circumvention
activity
• Application must be in an approved form, in writing, signed,
and contain such information as the form requires 
description of each of the following:
 the goods concerned
 the original notice
 the alleged circumvention activity; and
 the alteration being sought to the original dumping or
countervailing duty notice
• Application must be examined within 20 days after lodging

Australian AC Investigations:
Procedure
• If the application is accepted, the Commission publishes a
notice on the Commission’s website
• The inquiry must be completed within 155 days of the
publication of the notice
• The Commission’s report to the Minister must recommend
whether the original notice remain unaltered or be amended
• The Commission verifies the information in an application or
submission through a desktop review, questions to the
submitter or an on-site visit
• The Commissioner must place a document on the public
record at or before day 110 setting out the facts on which the
Commissioner proposes to base its recommendations to the
Minister
• Report must then be sent to Minister within 155 days; Minister
must then decide within 30 days

Australian AC Investigations:
Procedure
• The Minister's alterations can include the specification of:
– different goods that are to be the subject of the original
notice
– different foreign countries that are to be the subject of the
original notice
– different exporters that are to be the subject of the original
notice
• The Minister may specify different variable factors for: an
existing exporter subject to the original notice; and for an
exporter that is to become subject to the original notice
• The Minister’s decision is reviewable by the Review Panel. An
interested party can apply for a review within 30 days from the
publication of the Minister’s decision

Global Outlook & Conclusion
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Global Outlook & Conclusion
General:
1. Unilateral enactment is growing
2. Level of sophistication and transparency varies
significantly
3. Trans-shipment is the most pervasive problem (with
exception of Australia)
Specific
1. All jurisdictions have provisions concerning assembly
2. Only EU has % thresholds
3. Only EU legislation contains safe-harbor provisions
4. For related parties in third countries EU law will deem
circumvention to take place. In EU this presumption is
nowadays rebuttable to allow genuinely relocated
manufacturing
5. All jurisdictions can counter slightly modified merchandise
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Global Outlook & Conclusion
Multilateral
1. Current international 'framework' resembles law of the jungle
2. This is the result of self-regulation to absence of ground
rules
3. Challenge for operators since rules vary significantly
4. Not all self-regulation is bad: a well-organized predictable
procedure is probably better than no or non-transparent rules
5. Assembly provisions should all get clear-cut percentage
rules to get administrative discretion out of the system.
Operators do not mind any percentage as long as they know
what it is
6. Scope procedures such as in the US are low-hanging fruit
that might serve as an example for other jurisdictions. May
avoid AC proceedings in the first place
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Global Outlook & Conclusion
Next step?
Most authors subscribe to the Ministerial Declaration
of 1993

For example, Thinam Jacobsz:
"An effort to align the anti-circumvention
measures with the underlying values and
requirements of the Anti-Dumping Agreement and
with associated standards of a fair and equitable
administrative process will go a long way to render
the anti-circumvention process more credible in
future."
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Global Outlook & Conclusion
Remarkable Foresights by Viner:
"[C]oncealed dumping, and … the technical
avoidance of dumping … obviously present very
serious obstacles to the administration of
antidumping legislation in such a manner that it will
not at the same time penalize some unoffending
transactions and permit other offending transactions
to escape penalization through technicalities or by
concealment. Antidumping legislation, in its present
stage of development, meets these difficulties with
only a very partial degree of success."
Jacob Viner, Dumping: A problem in international Trade (Chicago: The University of Chigaco Press, 1923 (original
edition)), page 21.
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European Union
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European Union
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European Union
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The United States
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The United States
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The United States
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Australia
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Turkey
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Turkey
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Brazil
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South Africa
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